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1. RECENT RESULTS

The purpose of this review article is to describe our recent results as well as to
announce results to appear towards understanding of the vertex operator origin of
fundamental identities for modular forms. In particular, we review the results presen-
ted in the papers [6–11] accomplished in collaboration with M. P. Tuite (National
University of Ireland, Galway).

Vertex algebras [1] give rise to non-trivial relations among the representation the-
ory, analytic number theory, and algebraic geometry. In particular, they serve as an
algebraic tool in generating modular forms as higher characters for vertex operator
algebra modules. In the physics language, this corresponds to multiple-point correl-
ation functions for appropriate conformal field theories defined on compact Riemann
surfaces.

A complete description of all n-point functions for the Heisenberg bosonic and
lattice VOAs in [4] and for fermionic vertex operator superalgebras in [5] has been
given. Furthermore, employing the lattice bosonized version of these VOSAs leads to
new Frobenius-Fay-type and Jacobi product identities for genus g half-integral theta
series and Prime forms [6–8,10,11]. For further discussion of computation of vertex
operator superalgebra n-point functions and their modular properties, see [12].

1.1. The structure of twisted modules for vertex operator superagebras (VOSA)

First, we have to describe suitable vertex operator modules and corresponding
intertwining operators. The algebra of intertwining operators Yg.v; ´/ for the Heis-
enberg vertex operator algebra extended by its modules generated by a family g of
continuous automorphisms is constructed explicitly. We introduced aC-extension of
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the notion of a generalized vertex algebra [2] and proved that the intertwining operat-
ors constructed satisfy this definition. Explicit relations between shifted and twisted
VOSA modules is also established [9].

1.2. Geometry of reconstructing kernels on Riemann surfaces

Reconstruction kernels (e. g. Cauchy kernel) play a very important role in compu-
tation of correlation functions for vertex operator modules. In particular, the Szegő
kernel is suitable for the description of fermionic (half-integral graded) modules. Two
alternative procedures of sewing (generalizing Yamada’s construction) Riemann sur-
faces of arbitrary genuses are developed. We prove the modular properties and find
explicit formulas for the Szegő kernel on a Riemann surface of genus g1 C g2 (or
g C 1) obtained by using the corresponding kernels on two original genuses g1 and
g2 Riemann surfaces [8].

1.3. Computation of correlation functions in conformal field theory

In a rigorous and constructive manner, we introduce the partition functions (graded
dimensions) and correlations n-point functions (higher characters) for a twisted mod-
ule Mf of a vertex operator (super) algebra V with the formal parameter associated
to a complex parameter on a Riemann surface � .g/ of genus g � 1 obtained by the
surface surgery. A modification of the Zhu reduction procedure expressing a correl-
ation n C 1-point function via a finite sum of n-point functions with twisted higher
Weierstrass functions as coefficients is introduced. In this algebraic approach, we
can find closed formulas and explicitly establish modular properties of bosonic and
fermionic characters on the torus, q D e2�i� , ´i 2 � .g/, vi 2 V [5, 6]:

Z
.1/
Mf

.v1; ´1; : : : ; vn; ´nI q/ D STrMf

�
Yf .v1; ´1/ : : :Yf .vn; ´n/ q

Lf .0/�C=24
�
;

and at genus two [7, 10]. Modularity properties of n-point functions with respect to
appropriate group follows explicitly from the vertex operator derivation. The final
expressions are given by the determinants of the matrices with elements being coeffi-
cients in the expansions of the regular parts of corresponding differentials (Bergman
kernel Aa, a D 1, 2 for bosons, or Szegő kernel Q for fermions) [5, 7, 8, 10]. Deep
combinatorial properties of these formulas are established by means of the Principal
MacMahon Theorem [6]. The 1-point function for the Virasoro vector satisfies the
genus two Ward identity [8,9]. The partition functions on Riemann surfaces of arbit-
rary genuses formed in the Schottky uniformization were calculated [6].

1.4. Twisted modular forms

The theory of twisted elliptic quasi-modular forms with two real torsion character-
istics associated with two parameters of the character over a vertex operator superal-
gebra twisted module is developed. Twisted Eisenstein series and higher Weierstrass
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functions are introduced and modularity with respect to the group SL.2;Z/ is proved
[5]. This theory can be generalized to the theory of twisted Jacobi forms.

2. IDENTITIES FOR GENUS g PARTITION FUNCTIONS

In [6, 11], we consider the definition and computation of the genus g partition
function (in the multiple torus sewing and Schottky formations of a genus g Riemann
surface) for bosonic and fermionic vertex models.

2.1. Genus g partition function in sewing two Riemann surfaces

We define [11] a genus g partition function by inductively sewing together lower
genus 1-point functions Z.gi /

M .u; ´i /, i D 1; 2, ´i 2 � .gi /, u belongs to the nth
grading subspace of V , for a V -module M :

Z
.g/
M .�/ D

X
n�0

�n
X

u2V�n�

Z
.g1/
M .u; ´1/Z

.g2/
M . Nu; ´2/;

where g D g1C g2 and ´1, ´2 are insertion points, � is the sewing parameter, and Nu,
u are related by a non-degenerate bilinear invariant form on V .

For instance, with suitable local coordinates in the neighbourhood of these points,
we find for the Heisenberg VOA M2, [11]

Theorem 1.
Z
.g/
M2

.�/ D
1

det.I �Q.g1;g2//
Z
.g1/
M2

Z
.g2/
M2

;

where Z.g/
M2

.�/ is a non-vanishing holomorphic function on the sewing domain and is
automorphic with respect to SL.2;Z/�: : :�SL.2;Z/ � Sp.2g;Z/ with automorphy
factor det.C
.g/ C D/�1, and a multiplier system, Q.g1;g2/ is a moment matrix
containing genus g sewing data, and 
.g/ is a genus g period matrix.

Consider the canonical embedding of 1 D
�
A1 B1

C1 D1

�
2 Sp.2g1;Z/,

1 ,!

�
A B

C D

�
D

0
BB@
A1 0 B1 0

0 Ig2 0 0

C1 0 D1 0

0 0 0 Ig2

1
CCA 2 Sp.2.g1 C g2/;Z/:

Then, we prove the following identities [11]

Theorem 2.

det.I � 1:Q.g1;g2// D det.I �Q.g1;g2//
det.C
.g1Cg2/ CD/

det.C1
.g1/ CD1/
;

with 1:Q.g1;g2/ D Q.g1;g2/.1:

.g1/; 
.g2//.
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2.2. Genus g partition function for g sewn tori

One can find explicit formulas for various objects defined on the Riemann surface
such as the bilinear form of the second kind, a basis of g holomorphic 1-forms and the
genus g period matrix in terms of either the Canonical or Schottky parametrizations
[6].

We define the genus g partition function for a VOSA V in the canonical sewing
scheme in terms of genus zero 2g-point correlation functions as follows:

Z
.g/
V .�i ; A�i / D

*
1;

gY
iD1

X
ni�0

�
ni
i

X
vi2V .n/

Y.vi ; A�i /Y.vi ; Ai /1

+
;

where 1 is the vacuum state in V , vi is dual to vi with respect to a non-degenerate
bilinear invariant form on V , and �i , i D 1; :::; g A�i are the corresponding sewing
parameters (see [6] for details).

In particular, the genus g partition function can be computed for the rank 2 Heis-
enberg VOA by means of the MacMahon Master Theorem [10]. We then find for the
Heisenberg VOA M2 in canonical sewing of g tori, [6]

Theorem 3.

Z
.g/
M2

.�i ; A�i / D
1

det.I �RCan/
;

where RCan is the canonical moment matrix. Furthermore, det.I � RCan/ is a holo-
morphic non-vanishing function. In general, the genus g Heisenberg generating
function is expressed in terms of a permanent of genus g bilinear forms of the second
kind.

Alternatively, we may repeat this by using a definition of the genus g partition
function in terms of Schottky parameters which involve sums or products over the
Schottky group [6]. We then find

Theorem 4. The genus g partition function is

Z
.g/
M2

.qi ; a�i / D
1

det.I �RSch/
;

where RSch is the Schottky moment matrix, and qi , a�i are the corresponding sewing
parameters. Furthermore, det.I � RSch/ is a holomorphic non-vanishing function,
and the genus g Heisenberg generating function is expressed in terms of a permanent
of genus g bilinear forms of the second kind.

Then, it is natural to formulate the following

Conjecture. det.I �RCan/ D det.I �RSch/.
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2.3. The Montonen–Zograf product formula

The determinant det.I � RSch/ can also be re-expressed in terms of an infin-
ite product formula originally calculated by Montonen. A similar product formula
was subsequently found by Zograf. This has been recently related by McIntyre and
Takhtajan to Mumford’s theorem concerning the absence of a global section on mod-
uli space for the canonical line bundle. Expressing the corresponding moments in
terms of an SL.2;C/ representation, we derive in [6] the identity

det.I �RSch/ D
Y
m�1

Y
�2�

.1 � qm� /
2;

where the inner product ranges over the primitive classes � ¤ 1 of the Schottky
group � , i. e. � ¤ k for any  2 � for k ¤ 1. Each such element has a multiplier
q� where � D diag.q�; 1/.

3. GENUS g � 1 GENERALIZATIONS OF CLASSICAL IDENTITIES

Bosonization formulas for n-point functions provide us with new genus g general-
izations of the classical elliptic Frobenius–Fay Trisecant identities for modular forms
[5] as well as of Jacobi product identity [7]. For instance, on the torus, we obtain

det.MD/ D

#

�
�� C 1

2

� C 1
2

��Pr
iD1mi´i �

Ps
jD1 nj´

0
j ; �
�

#

�
�� C 1

2

� C 1
2

�
.0; �/

�

Q
1�i<k�r K

.1/.´i � ´k; �/
mimk

Q
1�j<l�s K

.1/.´0j � ´0
l
; �/njnlQ

1�i�r;1�j�s K
.1/.´i � ´0j ; �/

minj
;

where the matrix MD contains information on vertex operator expansions in torus n-
point functions, and this formula relates it to product of powers of prime forms K.1/

and theta functions.
For the torus case, the boson–fermion correspondence results in the classical (torus

case) Jacobi triple identity [3]. From the vertex operator superalgebra side, its es-
sence lies in the Mason–Tuite formula [4] relating torus lattice n-point functions and
products of modular forms. For genus g � 2, Prime form similar identities can be
conjectured. Nevertheless, for g � 2, we could make use of the genus one identities
to derive higher genus analogues of Jacobi product identities [7, 10]. In particular, at
genus two, we get an explicit analogue of the classical (torus case, [3]) Jacobi triple
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identity [7]:

�.2/

�
a

b

�
.
/

#.1/
�
a1
b1

�
.�1/ #.1/

�
a2
b2

�
.�2/

D det
�
I � A

.1/
1 A

.1/
2

�1=2
det .I �Q/:

Here, #.1/
�
a
b

�
.�/, and �.2/

�
a
b

�
.
/ are genus one and genus two theta-functions

correspondingly, and 
 is a period matrix. Similar formulas in self-sewing of a
Riemann surface (in �-formalism) are given in [10]. Generalizations for this type of
identities are available for genus g [11].

4. PERSPECTIVES

The results obtained stimulate further interest in application of algebraic techno-
logy of vertex algebras to number theory. We work now on procedures described
above for super Riemann surfaces, on the identities for modular forms, � -functions
and primary forms (in particular, generalizations of Macdonald–Kac identities) at
genuses g � 2, the partition and n-point correlation functions, generation of twisted
Jacobi forms, relations with co-operads, cluster algebras and structures generalizing
vertex algebras [12], and applications of the theory of vertex algebras to Langlands
program.
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